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The Chinese Party-state’s warnings about the danger of Western ideas appear with increasing frequency. Whether the target is “constitutional democracy,” the “rule of law,” “universal values,” “judicial independence,” or “color revolutions,” the refrain is becoming familiar. These are “erroneous” notions in the public discourse of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), which not only threaten CCP rule, their advocacy by Chinese is evidence of traitorous conduct, and their support by U.S. officials or on the Western-led internet must be resisted for bilateral relations to proceed successfully. Such admonishments are consistent with the CCP’s official ideology and reflect the national identity currently espoused by CCP leaders and propagated in the increasingly tightly controlled media and academia. They have had a negative impact on the Sino-U.S. relationship, and are likely to continue to do so even as President Donald Trump remains largely silent on China’s human rights record and concentrates on “America First” economically and on tough talk about pressuring China regarding issues such as Taiwan, the South China Sea, and North Korea.

This chapter proceeds from the assumption national identity can be seen as a stable but changing foundation for international relations with the capacity to survive major conflicts between nation-states, and as a source of differences and conflicts between nations. It is also a valuable resource for enhancing a nation-state’s soft power, which, as well as tangible benefits it can offer others, might give the latter more incentive to pursue good relations. Thus, other things being equal, nation-states with compatible or overlapping national identities are more likely to establish and maintain good relations with each other than those with incompatible identities.

Part of the construct of Chinese national identity is its images and representations of the United States. The prevailing Chinese narrative about the country and its people has changed over the years, especially under the influence of various kinds of nationalism. Contrary to common perceptions and opinions in the Chinese- and English-language scholarship and mass media, Chinese nationalism has not invariably strained China’s relations with the United States or any other country, but has at times contributed to good relations. It is erroneous to assume that nationalism necessarily hampers bilateral relations; the right question to begin with is how various kinds of nationalism affect international relations. Much depends on the goals of ideological nationalist movements. According to Anthony Smith, all such movements seek to retain or maintain national identity, national unity, and national autonomy.1 It should be added, however, that while unity and autonomy are usually well-defined, identity is often varied and contested, and that various kinds of nationalism – even within the same nation-state – may not seek to retain or maintain the same national identity.

To put Chinese nationalism in perspective, it is worth stressing that this momentous movement metamorphosed over and over again, and Chinese national identity has been deconstructed and reconstructed repeatedly in this process. It is readily admitted that Chinese national identity does not affect every aspect of China’s international relations and that it has often been trumped by conflicts of national interest, but its impact grows when peace prevails and cannot be ignored even during conflicts. Sino-U.S. relations improved dramatically while the CCP moved away from Marxism-Leninism and upheld a political nationalism that sought to reconstruct the authority of the state and rejected Chinese cultural traditions. Under President Xi Jinping, however, bilateral relations have deteriorated as a result of a concatenation of contributing factors. One of these is China’s rapidly growing economic and military power as well as unprecedented competition between the two countries. Of critical significance is the CCP’s shift from political nationalism in the post-Tiananmen era and, particularly since 2013,
its endorsement of cultural nationalism, which has facilitated the construction of a new, re-
sinicized national identity with far-reaching implications for Sino-U.S. relations.

This can be traced to show how the current nationalist discourse under Xi Jinping has emerged. As the “China Dream” has become more clearly defined, the urgency has grown to contrast what is constructed as the national identity of China with what is contrasted with it, centered on images of the United States. As Trump takes the reins of U.S. power, it is increasingly possible to observe further clarifications as to how Chinese identity relates to Sino-U.S. relations. This chapter reviews the impact of national identity during the early reform era (1978-1989) and in the aftermath of June Fourth (1989-2012) before concentrating on the era of Xi Jinping. It looks closely at the response to the Trump transition to power. Finally, it discusses lessons for the governments of China and the United States in relation to possible trajectories of Sino-U.S. relations during the rest of Xi’s tenure in office.

A PRO-AMERICAN NATIONAL IDENTITY IN THE EARLY REFORM ERA

David Shambaugh is right to note that the phrase “beautiful imperialist,” one of the most memorable in the literature on Sino-U.S. relations, nicely captures the ambivalence—admiration and denigration—that distinguishes China’s perceptions of the United States.2 He is also right to attribute ambivalent Chinese images of the United States to recurring cycles of amity and enmity that have characterized Sino-American relations since the late nineteenth century. Between 1978 and 1989, however, amity predominated in Sino-U.S. relations, and the two countries enjoyed the best bilateral relations in recent memory despite intermittent wrangling over China’s most favored nation status, human rights abuses by the Party-state, and American arms sales to Taiwan.

The beginning of “reform and opening-up” in 1978 nearly coincided with the normalization of diplomatic relations between the PRC and the United States. In fact, the latter marked the beginning of the PRC’s openness to the West and resulted in a flurry of state-to-state and people-to-people interactions, which facilitated mutual understanding as never before. It led to large-scale people-to-people interactions for the first time since 1949, and immense interest in Western knowledge and Western countries more broadly. More and more Chinese people became increasingly exposed to American ideas, values, and practices. Contact with the United States contributed to what Chinese academics and media commentators commonly referred to as a “crisis of faith,” which was initially a loss of faith in the ideology of the Party-state and eventually evolved into a loss of faith in Chinese cultural traditions as well. The crisis emerged as the myth about the superiority of state socialism and China’s political system was shattered. At the same time, the false image of the United States—a capitalist country where ordinary people suffered exploitation and lived in poverty —became discredited too. The myth could no longer be sustained as Chinese realized that the U.S. was actually much more modern, prosperous, vibrant, free, and attractive than socialist China, contrary to what they had been told.

Untenable was the state-defined national identity of the Chinese as a new species of “socialist men and women with socialist consciousness who are cultured and love working.” It is hard to tell how many Chinese genuinely identified themselves as such even during the Mao era, but there is no doubt that many, including CCP leaders and Party-state officials, abandoned that identity together with state socialism, although they were obliged not to renounce either
openly. Those who detached themselves from the socialist identity and Maoism were eager to embrace the United States as a source of inspiration and a model for emulation, and those who embraced it all the more resolutely rejected state socialism, Maoism, and everything else that made up the official Chinese identity. Of course, the Maoist case obliterated discussion of any alternative, while the insurgent identity pursuit growing in the 1980s came against a robust push back from much of the leadership, which controlled most of the media and already was struggling to impose a national identity more antagonistic toward the West.

The struggle for a reform-oriented national identity facilitated better relations with the United States. It was intellectuals who spearheaded the project instead of Party-state leaders, who continued to be constrained by ideological dogma irrespective of the Party’s repeated calls for the “emancipation of the mind.” The unofficial national identity that gained currency in academia and the mass media in the 1980s incorporated Western ideas and values and included the United States in China’s positive reference group, but it deliberately excluded traditional Chinese values. This and the socialist identity of the Mao era were both characterized by wholesale anti-traditionalism. What set the two apart is the belief, on the one hand, that the end will be achieved by the means of state socialism, and on the other, unshakable faith in Westernization.

The controversial TV series *River Elegy (Heshang)*, which was broadcast on China Central Television (CCTV) in 1988, sparked a debate in China and overseas about Chinese traditions and modernity, Westernization, and love of country. The blunt message of the series was that current obstacles to reform and modernization had deep roots in Chinese polity, society, and culture. Chinese traditions must be rejected in total. The dragon, the symbol of Chinese ancestry, was condemned as outmoded authoritarianism. The Great Wall, the symbol of historical continuity, was depicted as a manifestation of close-minded conservatism. The Yellow River, the cradle of Chinese civilization, was said to symbolize unmitigated violence. Confucianism, the mainstay of the Chinese cultural tradition, was blamed for failing to give China “a national spirit of enterprise, a system of laws, or a mechanism of cultural renewal, but a fearsome self-killing machine that, as it degenerated, constantly devoured its best and its brightest, its own vital elements.” The “ugly, despotism-engendering Yellow Earth and Yellow River” were urged to surrender to the “beautiful and great blue Ocean” beyond it that bore science and democracy on its waters.

The series’ message was publicly unacceptable to the Party-state as a whole. The top leadership was divided about the series and its message. General Secretary Zhao Zhiyang tacitly endorsed it, and President Yang Shangkun recommended that cadres, Party members, and PLA officers and soldiers should watch it for the purpose of “emancipating the minds.” But Vice President Wang Zhen slammed it in fury for its offensive comments on the CCP, the Chinese nation, and Chinese civilization. Though the reformers were backing the series’ critique of traditional Chinese identity, they were really targeting conservative mindsets among Party-state cadres, which impeded “reform and opening-up.” Party traditionalists, in contrast, were not so much defensive of Chinese civilization as they were against the reformers’ liberal inclinations. Though they refrained from arguing outright against better relations with the United States and the West, they continually cautioned against being oblivious to American ploys of “peaceful evolution”—a warning that was repeated with paranoia in the aftermath of the Tiananmen events of 1989.
The warning reflected a double ambivalence that pervades late modernizing societies vis-à-vis the collective Self and the foreign Other, namely the admiration of the foreigner with strenuous opposition to his domination, and consciousness of inferiority of the indigenous tradition with a determination to reassert one’s strength. However, the CCP differs from many other late modernizers in that its ambivalence toward the United States has manifested itself primarily in ideological terms. As the debate about socialism and capitalism was discouraged under Deng Xiaoping and as Chinese socialism was redefined time and again in the reform era, the ideological conflict between the Chinese Party-state and the United States had in effect narrowed down to restricted civil liberties under the CCP. From Deng to Xi, ideological opposition to American foreign policy has invariably centered on the legitimacy and security of CCP rule.

It has been possible for China’s modernizers, whatever their political persuasion, to overcome any hatred for foreign Others by persuading themselves that they are learning from them in order to defeat them (shiyi zhixi). In the case of the United States, there has rarely been widespread hatred toward the country and few psychological barriers to learning from the Americans or establishing good bilateral relations, for China has never suffered the same humiliation as at the hands of Great Britain, Russia, and Japan. Sino-U.S. cooperation during World War II became one of the most popular themes in Chinese films and TV dramas during the eras of Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao. In the post-Mao era, it is hard to find depictions in literature, art, and cinema or on TV of American atrocities during the Korean War or representations of the United States or Americans which incite hatred. There was much admiration for the United States even during the Mao era, captured in the image of “beautiful imperialist.” The term “imperialist” had become essentially irrelevant to the reformers within the CCP and advocates of Westernization in society. Not only had the United States ceased to be a threat to China, it had become a model for emulation and an object of admiration. America, and the West as a whole, caught the Chinese imagination. The goodwill of the reformist leadership was reciprocated by the United States, which welcomed and supported China’s “reform and opening-up” not just because China was strategically aligned with it against the Soviet Union but also because it was moving away from communism and beginning to embrace capitalism and American values. Still, though the top leaders rejoiced over the enormous benefit from normalization, entrenched notions of a clash between the socialist and capitalist camps were not erased easily from the Chinese communist psyche. These notions gained currency again in the wake of the Tiananmen events, affecting Sino-U.S. relations dramatically.

AN ANTI-AMERICAN NATIONAL IDENTITY IN THE AFTERMATH OF JUNE FOURTH

From 1978 to mid-1989 there were no major incidents which heavily damaged Sino-U.S. relations and forced a re-imagination of perceptions of the Chinese Self and foreign Other and a re-evaluation of prevailing visions as to what China ought to be and how it should relate to the United States or other Western countries. Student demonstrations on Tiananmen Square and across the country, the government’s crackdown, and the comprehensive international sanctions on China changed the trajectory of identity politics in the country. Sino-U.S. relations have been strained further as enmity surges as a result of continual friction over such events as the bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade and the collision of a Chinese F-8 fighter with a U.S. Navy EP-3 spy plane near Hainan.
The historic Tiananmen events marked an upheaval along three interrelated fault lines: between conservatives and reformers within the Party, between the Party-state and the emerging forces of society, and between China and the outside world, particularly the United States. China moved away from open identification with the United States. Conservatives within the Party-state hierarchy gained support from the top leadership and began to dominate the Party’s political agenda and propaganda after Zhao Ziyang was ousted. The new leadership’s diagnosis of the students’ movement was that waning patriotism amongst young Chinese bred widespread discontent with China’s political status quo and “foreign worship,” and that “evil foreign forces” intent on the “peaceful evolution” of China took advantage of and encouraged the discontent through mass popular media, such as the VOA, CNN, and Radio Free Asia.

Though the CCP had been warning Party-state cadres of the danger of the United States and Western imperialists subverting socialist China by peaceful means, the danger was not fully grasped until the Tiananmen events.

Against this backdrop, China’s U.S. watchers felt compelled to refrain from challenging negative perceptions of the United States. Some research institutes shelved analysis supporting a more conciliatory U.S. policy. Those who continued to favor better relations with the United States or promote liberalization were condemned by some as “lapdogs.” Many came to believe that the U.S. strategy was to contain China’s development and prevent its rise in international affairs, constructing a “fan-shaped” structure centered on the U.S.-Japan axis and U.S. alliances with Australia, South Korea, Taiwan, and ASEAN, and radiating to China, North Korea, and the Russian Far East, and that a clash between China and the United States was inevitable. The popular image of the United States in the 1990s was also negative. A survey conducted in 2000 revealed that the overwhelming majority of the respondents considered it and Japan to be China’s main threats, with 78 percent agreeing that the United States had hostile intentions against China. Such findings must be reconciled though with the large number of Chinese students who continued to crave American products, especially Hollywood movies, and opportunities to study in the United States. The Chinese leadership under Jiang Zemin was eager to seize every opportunity for mending relations with the United States, and it downplayed “peaceful evolution” again as soon as international sanctions had been lifted and Sino-U.S. relations were normalized. The term was rarely mentioned in the official media during the Hu and Xi eras.

What had more impact on Chinese national identity was the CCP’s prescribed remedy to waning patriotism amongst Chinese youth. The remedy was to instill love for the Party and country and to foster a nation-wide “patriotic education campaign.” In the campaign, the Party-state included love for Chinese cultural traditions as an essential component of patriotism, in addition to love for the CCP and love of socialism. Before long large numbers of books about traditional Chinese culture, ranging from classical literature and philosophy to divination and fengshui, appeared in bookstores, and renewed interest in China’s cultural heritage spread across the country. The CCP had embraced cultural nationalism, allowing its advocates to articulate their version of national identity publicly for the first time since the Cultural Revolution.

Two groups of cultural nationalists were particularly articulate in this period: Confucians and postcolonial cultural critics. They both sought to subvert the socialist national identity of the Mao era and the Westernization discourse of the 1980s and to construct an authentic Chinese identity. The former focused on “cultural Chineseness.” Their objective was to reconnect with the Confucian orthodoxy as a way of identifying the nation with its cultural essence and setting
it back on track from the socialist and Westernizing abrasions. For the postcolonial nationalists, the central task was resistance to the hegemonic power of “Western knowledge of China” and the construction of a truly Chinese identity. They criticized discourse that had relegated China to the position of the West’s “backward” and “exotic” Other, and thus induced China to anxiously remake itself in the West’s image. To project modernity as an absolute universal was to ignore the fact of power relations and cultural hegemony. In order for China to restore its Chineseness, so goes the argument, the hegemonic knowledge of the West and the “Western-centred modernity” must be “deconstructed.” What the postcolonial nationalists wanted to reconstruct was a new culture, which would differ from the type of universalism that Western countries sought to impose on the rest of the world. They celebrated the emergence in the post-Tiananmen era of a new national consciousness or an awakening of the Chinese Self in defiance of the colonized identity as an “Other” of the West.

Few took the Confucians, the postcolonial critics, and other cultural nationalists seriously when they gained prominence in the 1990s. Indeed, though they helped keep Westernizers in check in conjunction with the Party-state, they were ideologically alienated from officialdom and failed to win official endorsement; their influence scarcely extended beyond Chinese academia and received little popular support; and they lost much of their discursive legitimacy with the restoration of normal relations with the United States from the mid-1990s and the Party-state’s renewed emphasis on external openness. Still, the anti-Western “nativism” and cultural nationalism which informed the postcolonial critics’ reconstruction of Chineseness and the Confucians’ advocacy of traditional values are evidently entrenched and remain resilient. These ideologies have been carried on and gained prominence again in the era of Xi Jinping. A result of Xi’s promotion of Chinese cultural traditions is the convergence of political and cultural nationalism and the emergence of a wave of cultural nationalism, which have no parallel since the Opium Wars. The new integrated nationalism, which seeks, at the same time, to maintain China’s political identity, unity, and autonomy and to identify the Chinese nation to itself by returning to its cultural traditions, has gained discursive hegemony.

THE PROMOTION OF A SINICIZED NATIONAL IDENTITY IN THE ERA OF XI JINPING

Official Discourse of De-Westernization and Re-Sinicization

China’s new integrated nationalism finds better expression in Xi’s “China Dream” than anywhere else. Foregrounded in the dream, when he launched it in the State Museum on November 29, 2012, were economic, military, and political dimensions encompassing national strength and prosperity to be achieved through “socialism with Chinese characteristics,” while culture took a back seat. Though “cultural construction” was designated as a principal task, it was not clear then what cultural revival meant and what kind of culture would fit the dream. Xi and Party theoreticians have gradually clarified these questions in the past five years. In its current form, Xi’s “China Dream,” is the imagined identity of China as an emergent superpower catching up with the United States not only in economic, political, and military terms but culturally as well.

At the heart of the discourse is a two-pronged strategy, namely political de-Westernization and cultural re-Sinicization. The former is an ideological defense that is designed to counter
the influence of “universal values” detrimental to the CCP’s grip on power and to maintain the political identity of the Party and the state. Delegitimizing Western political ideologies is also a way of undermining the discursive and moral advantage of the United States and Western countries over China in ideological debates. Re-Sinicization serves the same purposes and aims more broadly to maintain China’s cultural identity, unity, and autonomy so that the revitalized national spirit will at the same time propel the “China Dream” and manifest national revival. Neither de-Westernization nor re-Sinicization, to be sure, is Xi’s initiative; both were Party-state policies under Jiang and Hu. But there is a difference: Xi is taking the CCP’s political ideology and cultural Chineseness more seriously than any other Party leader since Mao and adding more substance to both than any of his predecessors in the post-Mao era.

To the surprise of analysts and commentators who anticipated greater political liberalization under the new leadership, Xi affirmed unequivocally the Party-state’s ideology and reiterated his unwavering commitment to its political system and socialist road. A key message he has been hammering is that reform is not meant to transform the identity of the Party or the state but to perfect and develop China’s socialist system, that the CCP will continue to adhere to the socialist road instead of returning to old policies of closure and dogmatism or being led astray by heretical ideologies. He has repeatedly warned the Party against the evil intentions of hostile forces inside and outside China who cast reform as the transformation of China’s political system into a Western political system and against the danger of China being “Westernized and divided” (xihua he fenhua). Unlike Deng Xiaoping, Jiang Zemin, and Hu Jintao before him, Xi does not beat around the bush with his opposition to “universal values,” American-style democracy, and Western political systems or models of development. People’s Daily, for the first time in the reform era, has now chosen to publicly engage with Western democratic theories and practices and to elaborate on why China does not need, and will be badly served by, Western political systems.

Xi’s de-Westernization offensive is by no means empty rhetoric, as was often the case during the eras of Jiang and Hu. He has taken concrete measures to retain the CCP’s leadership in the ideological field and to tighten political control over expression and academic research. One such measure is draconian disciplinary action against Party members who oppose its “four cardinal principles” or engage in “bourgeois liberalization.” At the same time, the educational authorities have stepped up de-Westernization and political-ideological indoctrination in Chinese universities and schools. Education Minister Yuan Guiren articulated the Party-state’s de-Westernization policy more explicitly than any other official in his comments that school teachers and academics should guard against the infiltration of Western ideas and that Chinese universities should never allow textbooks promoting Western values to appear in China’s classrooms.

Above all, Xi’s political de-Westernization campaign is geared toward maintaining the identity of the CCP and PRC and ensuring the security of Party rule. The result of Westernization that Chinese leaders envision is not just the Party’s loss of power and socialism’s defeat by capitalism but also national disintegration, as happened in the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia. It is not surprising, then, that the CCP treats the identity of the Party and the state as a matter of life and death and has stepped up efforts at containing American and Western influence, especially in the mass media, educational system, and people-to-people relations involving NGOs and critical Western academics.
Still, Xi’s de-Westernization is largely confined to the domestic arena, where ideological hegemony must be maintained and Western influence contained in order to secure Party rule. Ever since the Sino-Soviet split in the 1960s, Chinese leadership has refrained from engaging in an ideological war in the international arena while trying to prevent, in varying degrees, foreign influence from having negative effects in the country, choosing instead to concentrate on practical matters such as trade and economic, political, military, and cultural cooperation. For that reason, Trump’s economic pragmatism and his apparent lack of interest in promoting democracy and human rights suit the Chinese leadership perfectly. Trump is not using human rights as a bargaining chip in advancing American interest in trade. So far, he and his team have mentioned human rights in relation to China only once in public.22 However daunting the challenge of dealing with Sino-U.S. differences over currency manipulation, trade imbalances, the South China Sea, and North Korea may be, it is less thorny for the leadership than “human rights diplomacy.” Chinese leaders are no longer reminded to their chagrin that they are on the wrong side of history and, therefore, must mend their ways, which entails the relaxation of political-ideological control over expression, association, and religious beliefs.23 Indeed, the leadership is now off the ideological hook and under less pressure than under previous American administrations to make compromises on human rights and political liberalization or undertake systemic reform with the potential to alter the identity of the Party and the state. It has gained a welcome opportunity to consolidate the identity of the CCP and PRC and to promote official Party ideology more aggressively in internal and external propaganda without having to worry about ideological confrontation with the American government.

That in part explains the general sense of relief among PRC commentators that Trump, a pragmatic businessman who is more interested in making business deals than promoting American values, won the election instead of Hilary Clinton, an advocate of democracy and human rights.24 That sense of relief gave way to grave concerns after Trump threatened to review America’s one-China policy and Tillerson’s comments in Congress on blocking Chinese access to artificial islands in the South China Sea. But those concerns vanished after Xi’s visit to the “Southern White House,” which was reported in the Chinese media as a success since the two sides had cleared the uncertainties in bilateral relations, defused the tension over Trump’s threats, and agreed to develop normal relations on the basis of “non-conflict, non-confrontation, mutual respect, and win-win cooperation.”25 While it is not clear how the Trump administration understands “mutual respect,” for Chinese leaders the term means, above all, refraining from criticizing the Chinese government for human right abuses or government policies and actions. Even if Trump becomes more critical of China on human rights, open ideological confrontation between the two governments has ended.

The cultural turn of Xi’s “China Dream” became visible a year or so after he came into power. He promoted “excellent” Confucian thoughts and values during his visit to Qufu – Confucius’ hometown – on November 26, 2013, and attended the anniversary of Confucius’ birthday on September 24, 2014. The themes of the Politburo’s 12th and 18th group study sessions were China’s cultural soft power and traditional Chinese statecraft. Xi deplored the “de-Sinificization” of China during his visit to Beijing Normal University on Chinese Teachers’ Day in 2014. The first series of National Learning textbooks for Party and government officials was published on June 15, 2015. Officials at all levels are now required to attend “study sessions” at Party schools and state administration colleges. The Ministry of Education released
“Guidelines on the Teaching of Traditional Chinese Culture” in the schools and universities on April 1, 2014. More recently, Xi has added “cultural confidence” to the “three confidences” that the CCP wishes to boost – “ideological confidence,” “confidence in the [socialist] road,” and “confidence in the [socialist] system.”

The reasons for the Party-state’s unprecedented promotion of traditional culture can be seen from Xi’s speech in Qufu.26 First, since every country and every nation have their own historical traditions and deep-rooted cultures, the basic national conditions differ, and so do their models of development. Second, the spiritual pursuit of the Chinese nation is rooted in Chinese culture and the latter gives the nation rich nourishment and enables it to survive and thrive generation after generation. Third, Chinese culture is the Chinese nation’s unique advantage and its richest source of soft power. And fourth, socialism with Chinese characteristics is deeply rooted in the fertile soil of Chinese culture. In other words, a central aim of his promotion of traditional culture was to legitimize and justify China’s current political system by portraying both as a natural outgrowth of cultural traditions and history. Xi also pointed to the connection between cultural traditions, on the one hand, and national spirit, national identity, and soft power, on the other. The need for tapping cultural resources arises from the Party-state’s recognition that it is more likely to derive soft power from Chinese values than from Marxism, Sinicized or not, or from state socialism with or without Chinese characteristics not just because of the dwindling credibility and attraction of Marxism and state socialism but also because of the CCP’s loss of faith in core Marxist and socialist principles.

It is possible to see the Party-state’s cultural strategy as a sign of a rising superpower, which looks to foster a new national spirit and identity and to cultivate a higher level of cultural confidence and soft power that match its emergent and aspired status. Part of the cultural strategy is the export of culture, which has become a prominent component of foreign policy and an increasingly aggressive “go-out” strategy in the past decade. Coupled with the cultural strategy is intensified efforts to enhance China’s discursive power, or the “right to speak” (huayu quan), in the international arena. Not only is the government becoming more assertive in justifying its chosen model of development in its expanded external-oriented propaganda (waixuan), but it is increasingly proactive in changing rules of the game in the international market. The new foreign policy prompted Obama to stress that the United States, instead of other countries like China, should write the trade rules and call the shots, that other countries should play by the rules that America and its partners set, and not the other way around.27 It is consistent with “America First” to ensure that America and its allies set the rules, and it is inconceivable that Trump will be able to bring about fair trade for America as he understands it without setting the rules accordingly. Thus, Sino-U.S. competition on this front is likely to continue and escalate under Trump and Xi.

A more immediate and urgent task for the Party-state, however, is to address its disadvantageous position in the international community, or to solve the problem of China being a target of criticism. A common perception pervading China’s social media is that Mao saved China from being bashed around (aida), Deng put an end to starvation (ai’e) in the country, and the problem for Xi to solve is international criticism of China (aima). It is hard to ascertain whether the popular perception has any impact on the government’s foreign policy, but there can be no doubt that its continued emphasis on mutual respect in international relations is motivated by the desire to avoid criticism and that tackling criticism is a top priority in foreign policy. It is apparent too that a rising China will become increasingly intolerant of international criticism and have more effective economic, political, and diplomatic means of silencing criticism.
Academic Critiques of American Cultural Imperialism and Colonialism

As a result of the convergence of political and cultural nationalism in the Xi era, the voices of officialdom and academia have become harder to distinguish than at any other time since 1978. This is coupled with tighter political control over expression, which has induced greater conformity among intellectuals to the Party line, encouraging larger numbers to support and repeat the line in the mass media and academic journals. It is apparent at a glance that the point of the media commentaries and academic publications is not so much to disseminate the findings of original or innovative research as to declare loyalty to the Party and reinforce the Party line by justifying it, substantiating it, and securing its hegemony. Hence, in contrast to the 1980s or even the 1990s, it is now difficult to find publicly articulated views which speak favorably of American values. Instead, scathing critiques abound even in unofficial media and academic journals.

Critiques related to Chinese national identity typically concentrate on “American-style democracy,” “color revolution,” “universal values,” “American cultural imperialism,” “American cultural colonialism,” and “American cultural hegemony.” Their political thrust resonates with the frontal assault on “peaceful evolution” which was sustained through most of the Mao era and swept across the Chinese media and academia again in the wake of June Fourth, while their cultural assumptions are consistent with the postcolonial criticism of the 1990s. The authors unanimously equate “color revolution” or democratization advocated by the West with “peaceful evolution” and dismiss “universal values” as nothing more than American and Western values; they also treat, without any critical analysis, the prevalence and popularity of American culture in China as manifestations of American cultural hegemony, American imperialism or colonialism; and they go on to assert that the cultural hegemony of the United States and the West is the ideological foundation and root cause of “color revolutions.”28 The uniform conclusion is that Western ideological infiltration, through peaceful evolution, democratization, color revolutions, human rights diplomacy, or the dissemination of American or Western values under the name of “universal values,” is designed to sabotage China’s political system and transform the identity of the CCP and the PRC.

Yu Haijun, Zhang Huichun, and Zhao Yuying’s recent article, which exemplifies the tone and reasoning of those critiques, is worth quoting at some length. In their words,

U.S.-led Western countries impose their cultural hegemony on our country, first and foremost, through distorting and denigrating its socialist cultural production. Western intellectuals “demonize” China’s socialist culture, describing it as “ignorant” and “inferior,” and they spread all kinds of “China threat” theories, smear our country’s image, undermine its international reputation, and create tension between China and other countries. Meanwhile, Western intellectuals instill capitalist ideologies into China’s cultural production and provide cultural support to the advancement of Western interests. Through well-developed mass media, they export their values to our country, harp on the superiority of their “democratic” political systems and the universality of their political outlooks and lifestyles, and imperceptibly spread Western capitalist ideologies to every aspect of daily life in our country so that our people are attracted to Western culture, identify with it and imitate it. Consequently, the socialist nature of Chinese culture is being gradually eroded and the Western conspiracy of subverting and controlling China is likely to succeed.29
Similar critiques can be found in a large number of publications. A subject search in the China National Knowledge Infrastructure on “xifang wenhua baquan” (Western cultural hegemony), “wenhua diguozhuyi” (cultural imperialism) and “wenhua zhiminhzhuyi” (cultural colonialism) published between 2013 and 2016 brought up 1271, 251, and 203 articles respectively.

Such cultural hegemony, imperialism, and colonialism do not just undermine the “ideological security” and identity of the CCP and PRR but also challenge and erode the identity of the Chinese nation. Western lifestyles and cultural practices, propagated through cultural products ranging from television drama, Hollywood movies, music, arts, and food and drinks, encourage acceptance of and identification with Western value systems and lead to apathy to Chinese beliefs, values, and practices as well as a sense of cultural inferiority and lack of individual and collective confidence. In this view, the Chinese are no longer who they are, as their own way of life and values give way to Western ways and values. Erosion of national identity means the nation’s loss of self-respect, self-confidence, cultural autonomy, cultural unity, and spiritual connection with its rich past.

The common recommendation ensuing from these critiques is heightened vigilance and resistance combined with intensified patriotic education and the re-education of Chinese in cultural traditions. In this, Party-state officials and intellectual elites, be they inside or outside the establishment, are largely agreed, although it is hard to know whether they are truly convinced about cultural imperialism or colonialism, or whether they are merely toeing the Party line. It is also hard to know how many of China’s political and intellectual elites are genuinely committed to the current identity of the Party and the state and the re-Sinicization of national identity. Nevertheless, so far as public discourse is concerned, officials and academics agree that American and Western influence must be contained and Chinese cultural traditions promoted so that the Party, the state, and nation will retain their own identity.

**CONCLUSION**

Chinese images of the United States since the late 1970s have rarely been clear-cut but are characterized by ambivalence in response to recurring cycles of amity and enmity in Sino-American relations. Yet, the causes of ambivalence and the sources of amity and enmity have varied greatly. Amity in the pre-Tiananmen era was not simply related to the emergence of a pro-American Chinese national identity but also a political nationalism which promoted “reform and opening-up” and sought to strengthen China by working with and emulating the United States, as well as popular admiration for American ways of life. While admiration remains strong in the post-Tiananmen era, America is no longer available as an economic, political, or cultural model for emulation under a new, integrated nationalism that promotes “de-Westernization” and “re-Sinicization.” In contrast, enmity toward America throughout the past four decades has centered on America’s alleged subversion of China’s political system and one-party rule.

The convergence of political and cultural nationalism in the Xi era has had significant ramifications for Chinese perceptions of the United States and its values and for Sino-U.S. relations. The CCP leadership is no longer simply justifying China’s political system and development model on the basis of “national conditions” but also with reference to age-old
Chinese traditions. This is followed by a comprehensive re-evaluation in the official media of political ideologies, political systems, and development models. Hence, “American values” and “models of development” have lost discursive legitimacy in the official discourse. The CCP feels compelled to differentiate China, especially in political and cultural terms, so that its grip on power will not be jeopardized, while unity and identity will be maintained. Consequently, China is becoming increasingly inward-looking and less open politically than at any other time in the post-Mao era. That is not to say that American values have lost their attraction in China; rather, American values might have to be called something else.

Trump’s economic pragmatism and lack of interest in “human rights diplomacy” are already having a significant impact on Sino-U.S. relations and Chinese national identity, and the impact is likely to grow. One effect is reduced tension between governments on ideological grounds. The other is reduced pressure on the CCP and the PRC to alter their identities. The Party-state has been and will continue to be less constrained in promoting its official ideology internally and externally and solidifying the identity of the Party and the state. All the same, ideological differences will continue to have considerable impact on Sino-U.S. relations not least because American politicians, NGOs, and society at large are generally predisposed against China’s one-party rule and the government’s denial of civil liberties. Furthermore, “re-Sinicization” has the potential of pitting Chinese values against American values and American national identity against Chinese national identity. Thus, Sino-U.S. relations will encounter a more fundamental impediment than at any other time since normalization. Mutual trust and cordial bilateral relations will not just depend on reconciling core national interests but also the construction of compatible national identities.

ENDNOTES
